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“As the market for low interest loans has become saturated
in the super prime and prime risk tiers, financers are

looking mostly toward nonprime and the higher end of
subprime but some are even diving into the deep subprime

risk tier for additional income. Traditionally, retail banks,
credit unions, and captive lenders left this marketplace in

the hands of subprime lenders.”
– Colin Bird, Automotive Analyst

This report looks at the following areas:

• Should retail banks and captives increase their share of the subprime market?
• How can a growing Hispanic audience be better catered for?

More consumers are looking to finance their vehicle purchases as credit remains cheap and plentiful.
Today, more lenders are financing debt to subprime borrowers, because of the cheap and stable credit
market. Second-chance lenders and buy here pay here car dealers have increased lending in this sector
as have retail banks, credit unions, and captive lenders. Players that can win the trust of those looking
for loans, particularly those in the nonprime and upper subprime risk tiers, will see increased
profitability as it appears that most of the remaining growth in the vehicle financing sector will come
from those with less-than-prime credit, where a growing swell of Hispanics and Millennials, with riskier
credit, are gearing up to purchase cars in the near term.

This report builds on the analysis presented in Mintel’s Vehicle Financing – US, July 2013 and Vehicle
Financing – US, December 2010.

This report explores car financing in the US. For the purposes of this report, car financing refers to
personal car finance through financing and leasing at commercial banks and automotive lenders, to
alternative financial services, such as buy here pay here auto financing, subprime lending, and peer-to-
peer micro lending. This report will provide insight into the external and internal factors affecting
financing options and trends and what they mean for future sales, promotional campaigns, and industry
innovations.
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Figure 56: Payment method for next vehicle, by number of vehicles in household, December 2013
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A third of respondents decide to get preapproval before shopping
Figure 69: Considerations about vehicle financing during car purchasing process, December 2013
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Certified pre-owned intenders appear to be the more “prepared” vehicle finance intender
Figure 72: Considerations about vehicle financing during car purchasing process, by vehicles(s) to be new, used, or certified pre-owned
(CPO), December 2013
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Most Interesting Financing Perks/Benefits
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Race and Hispanic origin
Figure 93: Cost of most recently acquired vehicle, by race/Hispanic origin, November 2013
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Race and Hispanic Origin

Appendix – Other Useful Consumer Tables
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Appendix – Trade Associations
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